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 Welfare grants have not gone 
up since 1986...  27 years ago! 

 The cost of living has doubled 
since 1986! 

 In 1986 the grant for a family 
of 2 was $437...In 2013 the 
grant for a family of 2 is STILL 
$437. 

Lets fight for the kids! 
Because MFIP cash 

grants are so low, over 
70,000 MN kids are 

living in   
extreme poverty. 

Tax the rich and undo the cuts to poor and working people. While MN politicians 
did pass a bill to tax the rich in 2013, it’s clear they blew off poor and working 
people. They gave $ to a rich man’s stadium. They said “no” to an increase in the 
minimum wage. The fact that the Welfare Rights Committee won what we did is  a 
victory, brought about with the help of hundreds  of people like you! 

The government is by the rich and for the rich. The Welfare Rights Committee 
was  there, in their marble halls to say, “Give our money back! Raise the Grants” 

Call Senator Al Franken 
651-221-1016 

Call Senator Amy Klobuchar: 
612-727-5220  

You could say... 

“My name is _______ and I am calling from ________, MN. I 

want you to reject the Food Stamp, or SNAP, cuts that passed 

in Washington D.C. The food help is already too little.” 

 

 “For one thing, Minnesota’s welfare cash grants for poor 

families have not gone up since 1986. That is 27 years ago! 

Meanwhile, the cost of living has doubled since 1986. Also, in 

Minnesota, most poor, unemployed homeless adults don’t get any 

cash assistance at all. But Congress passed a move to make it even 

harder for people to get SNAP.  

 Most of us are still in an economic crisis. The proposed 

SNAP cuts are inhumane.  Please speak out against these cuts and 

fight for more food stamps for the poor.” 

Sign the online petition! Go to  WelfareRightsMN.com 

 

   is what the state of MN gets every year from 
Washington DC for welfare poor families on MFIP. But less than 1/4 of it goes 
to cash grants for poor families. The federal money is called the TANF Block 
Grant. The state of MN is using the TANF money for things that should be 
funded by state money, and they try to hide this stealing from the public. We 

say politicians should ‘Use TANF Money for TANF Families’, and  

increase the welfare grants! 
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What we fought for: What we got: 

We fought for our bill to double the 
welfare grants, this year. 
If the MFIP grants had kept up with 
inflation, they would be double. 
This didn’t win, but we turned the 
tide for the first grant increase in 27 
years! We won over many legislators 
who  said they will help us again. 
 

We got an MFIP grant increase in the 
form of a housing allowance. Folks 
not in subsidized housing will get 
$110 / mo. extra. It starts in 2015 
(which is an outrage), but we will 
fight for more money, sooner. But 
it’s the 1st increase  since 1986, after 
years of cuts. Instead of cutting, we 
go them to give up over $40 million! 

Immediate Repeal of the Family Cap 
The family cap punishes babies for 
being born, and we have been 
fighting it for years. 

Repeal of the Family Cap set to start 
in 2015. While this is a victory, again, 
it starts too late. We must fight so it 
takes effect ASAP. 

TANF $ for TANF families. For years, 
MN has taken the federal $ meant 
for the poor and used it for other 
things. We fought to get that $ to go 
directly to the people, as a grant 
increase. 

We exposed the theft of poor 
families’ money. The ‘non-profits’ 
and government agencies using our 
TANF $ were put on notice that we 
want this TANF money back. It 
should go to the poor! 

Join us at our next meetings:   Oct. 19 & Nov. 2 

Welfare Rights Committee 
MEETINGS - Saturdays 

4200 Cedar Ave, Mpls, MN 55407 

11 am to 1 pm 
Transportation, childcare, snacks available 

 
At our meetings, we make plans to put  pressure on the 

 politicians to give back money to people in poverty!    

See other side 

Our children need support NOW! 

70,000 kids live in Extreme Poverty! 

Stop giving money to billionaires! 

Raise the grants NOW. 

Vikings owner Zygi Wilf 

$24 million to a billionaire 

Gov. Mark Dayton 


